The Greene Tunebook

Tunes from The Red House, WWW Edition
Hello Folks

This tunebook attempts to bring together the music that has been played at the Red House session over the past few years, as well as some new tunes that people would like to introduce and a little local talent.

There will always be several different ways to play folk tunes - what I have tried to do is write down the versions that will be most familiar to the musicians who play at the session. Where chords are given that are, as far as possible, the bog standard ones (not the weard and wonderful ones, as Steve would say!) to help rhythm players.

To the best of my knowledge the runes are all tradidional unless an author is named.

I'd like to thank (in no particular order): Micky, Simon, Ruth, Susannah, Jess, Richard, Rob, Alison, Phil, Paul and all current ceilisocks for their runes and suggestions. And Anna, for putting up with me typing in tunes in the middle of the night.

Hope it's useful!

Richard John Greene
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Notes: 16 bar Hornpipe

Goodnight and Joy Be With You

Notes: Rant

Haste to the Wedding

Lady in the Boat, The
Laird of Drumblair, The
James Scott Skinner

Source: Strathspey

Leather Away The Wattle-O
Trad

LNB Polka
Trad

Mairi’s Wedding
Trad
32 Bar Jig

Atholl Highlanders

Kevin Briggs

Source: Nottingham Music Database

A

B

C

D

Behind the haystack

Trad

Blackthorn Stick

Trad

Notes: also in A
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Lark in the Morning, The  
Trad
#342

Leitrim Fancy

Trad

#343

Moll in the Wad

Trad

#345

Month of May, The

Trad
O'Keefe's

Old Rosin the Beau

Out on the Ocean

Queen's Jig

Notes: also in A

Notes: also in G

Trad
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Woods of Old Limerick, The
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Full-Rigged Ship, Da
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Newcastle  
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Trad
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Swedish 1

```
Bm  Em  G  A  Bm  Em  F#m  Bm  Em  G  A  G  Em  A
Bm  D  Em  A  D  A  Bm  D  G  Em  A
G  A  D  A  G  Em  A  D
```
French

Source: Mazurka

#175
500, La

Trad

Bourree de Ceilidh Monster

Phil Waters

#148

Bourree Tournante

Trad

Breton Dance Tune

Trad
#1450
**Dark Girl Dressed in Blue**

Notes: March, play as Polka

#1451
**Duke of Perth, The**

#1453
**Galopede**

#1455
**Girl with the Blue Dress On**
Reels and Rants

#274
Angeline the Baker
Trad

#275
Auld Grey Cat
Trad
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Bunch Of Keys, The
Trad

#278
Castle Kelly
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Dorset 4 hand reel (1)
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#299

Miss McLeod's
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Trad

#300

Morpeth Rant

Notes: Rant

Trad
New Rigged Ship, Da

Nine Points of Roguery

Pachelbel's Frolics
Reel du Queteux, Le

Source: The Beggar's Reel

Saint Anne's Reel

Sleep Sound in the Morning

Soldiers' Joy
Slip Jigs

Butterfly, The

#964 Trad

Foxhunter's Jig

#965 Trad

New Drops of Brandy

#966 Trad

Old Wife of Coverdale

#967 Trad